Abstract. In the early 1980s, S. T. Yau conjectured that any compact Riemannian three-manifold admits an infinite number of closed immersed minimal surfaces. We use min-max theory for the area functional to prove this conjecture in the positive Ricci curvature setting. More precisely, we show that every compact Riemannian manifold with positive Ricci curvature and dimension at most seven contains infinitely many smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces.
Introduction
A foundational question in Differential Geometry, asked by Poincaré [30] , is whether every closed Riemann surface admits a closed geodesic. If the surface is not simply connected then we can minimize length in a nontrivial homotopy class and produce a closed geodesic. Therefore the question becomes considerably more interesting on a sphere, and the first breakthrough was due to Birkhoff [5] who used min-max methods to find a closed geodesic for any metric on a two-sphere.
Later, in a remarkable work, Lusternik and Schnirelmann [25] showed that every metric on a 2-sphere admits three simple (embedded) closed geodesics (see also [3, 12, 19, 22, 24, 36] ). This suggests the question of whether we can find an infinite number of geometrically distinct closed geodesics in any closed surface. It is not hard to find infinitely many closed geodesics when the genus of the surface is positive. The case of the sphere was finally settled by Franks [11] and Bangert [4] . Their works combined imply that every metric on a two-sphere admits an infinite number of closed geodesics. Later, Hingston [18] estimated the number of closed geodesics of length at most L when L is very large.
Likewise, one can ask whether every closed Riemannian manifold admits a closed minimal hypersurface. Using min-max methods, and building on earlier work of Almgren, Pitts [29] proved that every compact Riemannian (n + 1)-manifold with n ≤ 5 contains a smooth, closed, embedded minimal
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hypersurface. Later, Schoen and Simon [32] extended this result to any dimension, proving the existence of a closed, embedded minimal hypersurface with a singular set of Hausdorff codimension at least 7.
Motivated by these results, Yau conjectured in [38] (first problem in the Minimal Surfaces section) that every compact Riemannian three-manifold admits an infinite number of smooth, closed, immersed minimal surfaces. The main purpose of this paper is to prove this conjecture in the positive Ricci curvature setting. More generally, we establish the existence of infinitely many smooth, closed, embedded, minimal hypersurfaces for manifolds that satisfy a Frankel-type property and have dimension less than or equal to 7.
1.1. Definition. We say that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) satisfies the embedded Frankel property if any two smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces of M intersect each other.
The main result of this paper is:
1.2. Main Theorem. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension (n + 1), with 2 ≤ n ≤ 6. Suppose that M satisfies the embedded Frankel property. Then M contains an infinite number of distinct smooth, closed, embedded, minimal hypersurfaces.
Since manifolds of positive Ricci curvature satisfy the embedded Frankel property [10] , we derive the following corollary:
1.3. Corollary. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian (n + 1)-manifold with 2 ≤ n ≤ 6. If the Ricci curvature of g is positive, then M contains an infinite number of distinct smooth, closed, embedded, minimal hypersurfaces.
1.4.
Remark: In the general case, i.e., without assuming the embedded Frankel property, the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 7 implies that (M, g) must have at least n + 1 distinct smooth minimal embedded hypersurfaces when 2 ≤ n ≤ 6.
The proof of the Main Theorem uses the Almgren-Pitts min-max theory for the volume functional, combined with ideas from Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory. The idea is to apply min-max theory to the high-parameter families of hypersurfaces (mod 2 cycles) constructed by Guth in [16] . We give an informal overview of the proof at the end of this section.
In [20, 21] Kapouleas describes in detail an alternative approach to construct an infinite number of embedded minimal surfaces in a three-manifold with a generic metric by either desingularizing two intersecting minimal surfaces or by doubling an existing unstable minimal surface. Note that for S 3 with a metric of positive Ricci curvature, White [37] showed the existence of two distinct embedded minimal spheres, which must intersect by [10] and are necessarily unstable.
The minimal hypersurfaces obtained via our construction have, conjecturally, area tending to infinity and thus should be different from the minimal surfaces proposed by Kapouleas.
Rubinstein [31] outlined an argument to produce an infinite number of minimal immersed surfaces in any hyperbolic 3-manifold with finite volume. He assumes, among other things, that minimal surfaces produced from Heegaard splittings via min-max methods have index one but this remains an open problem.
Some other conditions are known to imply the embedded Frankel property. For instance, any closed Riemannian manifold (M n+1 , g), 2 ≤ n ≤ 6, that does not admit compact, embedded minimal hypersurfaces with stable two-sided covering satisfies the embedded Frankel property. This follows from the same argument as in Theorem 9.1 of [27] . Hence:
) be a compact Riemannian (n + 1)-manifold with 2 ≤ n ≤ 6. Suppose that (M, g) contains no closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces with stable two-sided covering. Then M contains an infinite number of distinct smooth, closed, embedded, minimal hypersurfaces.
Remark:
The families we use in this paper have analogues for the case of compact manifolds with boundary. In fact, these are the families (of relative cycles) considered by Guth [16] in the unit ball. Once the Almgren-Pitts theory is adapted to that setting, the arguments of this paper should lead to the existence of infinitely many distinct smooth, properly embedded, free boundary minimal hypersurfaces, provided the ambient manifold satisfies a Frankel property. The Frankel property in the free boundary setting is established in Lemma 2.4 of [23] for compact manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature and strictly convex boundary. Geodesic balls with a rotationally symmetric metric also satisfy this property. This last fact follows by using ambient rotations and applying the maximum principle, and has been pointed out to us by Harold Rosenberg.
1.7.
Overview of the proof: The homotopy groups of the space of modulo 2 n-cycles in M , Z n (M, Z 2 ), can be computed through the work of Almgren [1] . It follows that all homotopy groups vanish but the first one:
Guth [16] and Gromov [13, 14, 15] have studied continuous maps Φ from a simplicial complex X into Z n (M, Z 2 ) that detectλ p , in the sense that Φ * (λ p ) = 0. In particular, it follows from their construction that for every p ∈ N there exists a map Φ that detectsλ p (with X = RP p ) and such that
where C depends only on M . Here M(T ) denotes the mass of T . Guth's construction was based on an elegant bend-and-cancel argument that we present in Section 5 for the reader's convenience. Thus, denoting by P p the space of all maps that detectλ p , we have (see also [16, Appendix 3 
where dmn(Φ) stands for the domain of Φ.
In Section 6 we use Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory to show that if ω p = ω p+1 then there are infinitely many embedded minimal hypersurfaces.
The main theorem is proven by contradiction, where we assume that there exist only finitely many smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces. Then {ω p } p∈N is strictly increasing and, under the Frankel condition, each min-max volume ω p must be achieved by a connected, closed, embedded minimal hypersurface with some integer multiplicity. In Section 7 we use this to show that ω p must grow linearly in p and this is in contradiction with the sublinear growth of ω p in p given in (1). Sections 2, 3, 4 are used to set up and state the results we need from Almgren-Pitts Min-max Theory. The need for a careful and detailed account in these sections comes from the fact that Almgren-Pitts theory uses the mass norm in Z k (M ; Z 2 ) and sequences of discrete maps, while the elements in P p are continuous maps into Z k (M ; Z 2 ) with respect to the flat topology. Thus it is important to have the technical tools that allow us to move from one concept to the other.
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Almgren-Pitts Min-Max Theory
Let (M, g) be an orientable compact Riemannian (n + 1)-manifold, possibly with boundary ∂M . We assume that M is isometrically embedded into some Euclidean space R L .
Let X be a cubical subcomplex of the m-dimensional cube
Notice that every polyhedron is homeomorphic to the support of some cubical subcomplex of this type [6, Chapter 4] .
We now describe the necessary and obvious modifications to the AlmgrenPitts Min-Max Theory so that the m-dimensional cube I m is replaced by X as the parameter space.
2.1. Basic notation. The spaces we will work with in this paper are:
• the space I k (M ; Z 2 ) of k-dimensional mod 2 flat chains in R L with support contained in M (see [9, 4.2.26 ] for more details);
, in the weak topology, of the space of k-dimensional rectifiable varifolds in R L with support contained in M . The space of integral rectifiable k-dimensional varifolds with support contained in M is denoted by IV k (M ).
Given T ∈ I k (M ; Z 2 ), we denote by |T | and ||T || the integral varifold and the Radon measure in M associated with T , respectively; given V ∈ V k (M ), ||V || denotes the Radon measure in M associated with V . If U ⊂ M is an open set of finite perimeter, we abuse notation and denote the associated current in I n+1 (M ; Z 2 ) by U .
The above spaces come with several relevant metrics. The flat metric and the mass of T ∈ I k (M ; Z 2 ), denoted by F(T ) and M(T ), are defined in [9, page 423] and [9, page 426], respectively. The F-metric on V k (M ) is defined in Pitts book [29, page 66] and induces the varifold weak topology on V k (M ). Finally, the F-metric on I k (M ; Z 2 ) is defined by
We assume that I k (M ; Z 2 ), Z k (M ; Z 2 ), and Z k (M, ∂M ; Z 2 ) have the topology induced by the flat metric. When endowed with the topology of the mass norm, these spaces will be denoted by
is considered with the weak topology of varifolds. Given A, B ⊂ V k (M ), we also define
For each j ∈ N, I(1, j) denotes the cube complex on I 1 whose 1-cells and 0-cells (those are sometimes called vertices) are, respectively,
We denote by I(m, j) the cell complex on I m :
Then α = α 1 ⊗· · ·⊗α m is a q-cell of I(m, j) if and only if α i is a cell of I(1, j) for each i, and
We often abuse notation by identifying a q-cell α with its support:
The cube complex X(j) is the union of all cells of I(m, j) whose support is contained in some cell of X. We use the notation X(j) q to denote the set of all q-cells in X(j). Two vertices x, y ∈ X(j) 0 are adjacent if they belong to a common cell in X(j) 1 .
Given i, j ∈ N we define n(i, j) : X(i) 0 → X(j) 0 so that n(i, j)(x) is the element in X(j) 0 that is closest to x (see [29, page 141] or [26, Section 7.1 ] for a precise definition).
Given a map φ : X(j) 0 → Z n (M ; Z 2 ), we define the fineness of φ to be
The reader should think of the notion of fineness as being a discrete measure of continuity with respect to the mass norm.
Homotopy notions. Let
We say that φ 1 is X-homotopic to φ 2 in Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) with fineness δ if we can find k ∈ N and a map
Instead of considering continuous maps from X into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ), the Almgren-Pitts theory deals with sequences of discrete maps into Z n (M ; Z 2 ) with finenesses tending to zero.
is a sequence of mappings S = {φ i } i∈N ,
such that φ i is X-homotopic to φ i+1 in Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) with fineness δ i and
The next definition explains what it means for two distinct homotopy sequences of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) to be homotopic.
2.4.
Definition. Let S 1 = {φ 1 i } i∈N and S 2 = {φ 2 i } i∈N be (X, M)-homotopy sequences of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ). We say that S 1 is homotopic with S 2 if there exists a sequence {δ i } i∈N such that
The relation "is homotopic with" is an equivalence relation on the set of all (X, M)-homotopy sequences of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ). We call the equivalence class of any such sequence an (X, M)-homotopy class of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ). We denote by [X, Z n (M ; M; Z 2 )] # the set of all equivalence classes.
The definitions of homotopy for sequences of discrete maps whose finenesses are measured with respect to the flat metric, instead of the mass norm, are entirely analogous. These are discrete analogues of the usual notions of homotopy for continuous maps Φ :
be defined by
Note that L(S) is the discrete replacement for the maximum area of a continuous map into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ).
Given S = {φ i } i∈N ∈ Π, we also consider the compact subset K(S) of V n (M ) given by
This is the discrete replacement for the image of a continuous map into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ).
2.6. Definition. The width of Π is defined by
We say S ∈ Π is a critical sequence for Π if
The critical set C(S) of a critical sequence S ∈ Π is given by
The next proposition states that tight critical sequences always exist.
2.7.
Proposition. Suppose ∂M = ∅. There exists a critical sequence S * ∈ Π. Moreover, for each critical sequence S * ∈ Π there exists a critical sequence S ∈ Π such that
The sequence S is obtained from a pull-tight procedure applied to S * . The proof is essentially the same of Theorem 4.3 of [29] (see also Section 15 of [26] ).
2.8. Almost minimizing varifold. In order to explain the regularity part of the Almgren-Pitts min-max theory, we need to introduce the notion of an almost minimizing varifold.
with F U (V, |T |) < ε and such that the following property holds true:
if
Loosely speaking this is saying that every deformation of V ∈ V n (M ) that is supported in U and that decreases the area by more than ε must pass through a stage where the area is increased by more than δ.
Given real numbers 0 < s < r, let A(p, s, r) = {x ∈ R L : s < |x − p| < r}.
If V ∈ V n (M ) is stationary in M and Z 2 almost minimizing in annuli, then V ∈ IV n (M ) by Theorem 3.13 of [29] .
The regularity of almost minimizing integral varifolds was first done by Pitts in [29, Section 7] when n ≤ 5, and then extended by Schoen and Simon to every dimension by allowing a singular set of codimension at least 7 [32, Theorem 4]. Schoen and Simon work with integer coefficients but, as we explain below, the arguments extend to Z 2 coefficients also.
2.11. Theorem. Suppose n ≤ 6, ∂M = ∅, and let V ∈ IV n (M ) be a nontrivial integral varifold that is both stationary in M and Z 2 almost minimizing in annuli. Then V is the varifold of a smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurface, with possible multiplicities.
Proof. Let A be the collection of all nontrivial V ∈ IV n (M ) that are stationary in M and Z 2 almost minimizing in annuli.
It follows from the work of Pitts in [29, Theorem 3.11] that for any p ∈ spt||V ||, we can find r(p) > 0 such that for any 0 < s < t < r(p) there exists a replacement varifold V * ∈ A with the properties:
. By choosing r(p) sufficiently small, we also get that M ∩ A(p, s, t) is simply connected for every 0 < s < t < r(p). 
Since M ∩ A(p, s, t) is simply connected, we have that Σ j is orientable for each j. Therefore
where Σ is an orientable stable smooth minimal hypersurface exactly like in Schoen-Simon [32, page 789] . From this point on, the proof that spt||V || is a smooth embedded minimal hypersurface proceeds just like in the proof of [32, Theorem 4].
2.12.
Existence of almost minimizing varifolds. The existence of almost minimizing varifolds is achieved in Theorem 4.10 of Pitts book [29] through a combinatorial argument. This was inspired by a previous construction of Almgren [2] and is a crucial part of the Almgren-Pitts theory. The idea is that if S is a homotopy sequence of maps such that every element in C(S) is stationary and no element in C(S) is almost minimizing in annuli, then the combinatorial arguments in [29, page 165-page 174] give a new homotopy sequence S * homotopic with S such that L(S * ) < L(S).
For the application we have in mind, the discrete maps in our sequence are not defined on the whole grid I(m, k i ) 0 but only on the vertices of a subcomplex Y i of I(m, k i ). Nonetheless, Pitts arguments immediately adapt to this setting and give the result that we now state in a precise way.
Consider a sequence of cubical subcomplexes Y i of I(m, k i ), with k i → ∞, and a sequence S = {ϕ i } of maps
with finesses δ i tending to zero. Similarly as before, we define
, then similarly as before we define the cube subcomplex Y (l) to be the the union of all cells of I(m, k + l) whose support is contained in some cell of Y . The same notion of homotopy with fineness δ applies to maps φ 1 :
2.13. Theorem. Suppose ∂M = ∅. Let S = {ϕ i } be as above, and such that every V ∈ C(S) is stationary in M . If no element V ∈ C(S) is Z 2 almost minimizing in annuli, then there exists a sequence S * = {ϕ * i } of maps
for some l i ∈ N, such that:
• ϕ i and ϕ * i are homotopic to each other with finesses that tend to zero
# we can apply this result to the critical sequence given by Proposition 2.7 and obtain the following simple extension of Theorem 4.10 in [29] .
2.14. Theorem. Suppose ∂M = ∅, and let Π ∈ [X, Z n (M ; M; Z 2 )] # . Then there exists an integral varifold V ∈ IV n (M ) such that the following three statements are true:
V is Z 2 almost minimizing in annuli. Moreover, if S * is a critical sequence for Π then we can choose V ∈ C(S * ).
Almgren's isomorphism and Interpolation results
We describe some of the maps defined by Almgren in [1, Section 3]. There he uses integer coefficients and the unit interval [0, 1] as the parameter space, but everything extends to the setting of Z 2 coefficients and of maps parametrized by the circle S 1 instead.
Almgren associates to every continuous map in the flat topology Φ from
) such that F (Φ) = 0 if and only if Φ is homotopically trivial. He also provides equivalent constructions for discrete maps. We need both aspects of the theory and so we review his constructions and the interpolation results needed to make sure that one can move consistently from continuous maps to discrete maps.
3.1. Discrete setting. Suppose we have a map
where
, is a small positive constant that depends only on M . This condition ensures the existence of a constant ρ = ρ(M ) ≥ 1 and of isoperimetric choices A j ∈ I n+1 (M ; Z 2 ) such that
for all j = 0, . . . , 3 k − 1. Hence
and therefore it defines a relative homology class (see [9, Section 4.4] ):
The following simple lemma shows that the isoperimetric choice is unique.
Proof. We have spt(∂(A j − C j )) ⊂ ∂M and so, by the Constancy Theorem [33, Theorem 26 .27], we have
The work of Almgren [1] shows that if another map
, is homotopic to φ in the discrete sense, with fixed boundary values, and with fineness in the flat topology smaller than ν M,∂M , then
3.3. Continuous setting. Assume ∂M = ∅ for simplicity. Given a continuous map in the flat topology
we can take k sufficiently large so that,
, we can define
. We have that the homology class F M (Φ) does not depend on k, provided condition (3) is satisfied, and that
for any continuous map Φ ′ : S 1 → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) in the homotopy class of Φ. Moreover, Almgren's work [1] also shows that the induced map
is an isomorphism.
Definition.
A continuous map in the flat topology Φ :
The next proposition follows from the work of Almgren [1] and its proof is left to Appendix A. One immediate consequence is the following corollary: 3.6. Corollary. Let T be a finite subset of Z n (M ; Z 2 ). If ε > 0 is sufficiently small, depending on T , then every map Φ :
Proof. Let d = min{F(S, T ) : S, T ∈ T , S = T } and set ε = min{δ, d/3}, where δ is given by Proposition 3.5.
The fact that Φ(S 1 ) ⊂ B F ε (T ) implies that Φ(S 1 ) ⊂ B F ε (T ) for some T ∈ T . Thus, Proposition 3.5 implies that Φ is homotopic to a constant map Φ ′ and so F M (Φ) = F M (Φ ′ ) = 0.
3.7.
Interpolation results. Given a continuous map Φ : X → Z n (M ; Z 2 ), with respect to the flat topology, we say that Φ has no concentration of mass if lim
This is a mild technical condition which is satisfied by all maps we construct in this paper.
is continuous in the mass norm, then sup{M(Φ(x)) : x ∈ X} < +∞ and Φ has no concentration of mass.
Proof. Because Φ is continuous in the mass norm,
is continuous with G(X, M, 0) = 0. This suffices to prove the result.
The next theorem follows from Theorem 13.1 in [26] and its purpose is to construct a (X, M)-homotopy sequence of mappings out of a continuous map in the flat topology with no concentration of mass.
3.9. Theorem. Let Φ : X → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) be a continuous map in the flat topology that has no concentration of mass. There exist a sequence of maps
with k i < k i+1 , and a sequence of positive numbers {δ i } i∈N converging to zero such that
The next theorem follows from Theorem 14.1 in [26] and its purpose is to construct a continuous map in the mass norm out of a discrete map with small fineness. If
) with fineness smaller than η, then the Almgren extensions
of φ 1 , φ 2 , respectively, are homotopic to each other in the flat topology.
Proof. Set η = δ/(2C 0 ), where δ and C 0 are given by Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.10, respectively.
By assumption, we can find l ∈ N and a map
with f (ψ) < η and such that if i = 1, 2 and y ∈ Y (l) 0 , then
We end this section with the following corollary.
3.12. Corollary. Let S = {φ i } i∈N and S ′ = {φ ′ i } i∈N be (X, M)-homotopy sequences of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) such that S is homotopic with S ′ .
(
respectively, are homotopic to each other in the flat topology for sufficiently large i.
(ii) If S is given by Theorem 3.9 (i) applied to Φ, where Φ : X → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) is a continuous map in the flat topology with no concentration of mass, then Φ i is homotopic to Φ in the flat topology for every sufficiently large i. Moreover,
Proof. Property (i) follows immediately from Proposition 3.11 and the definition of homotopy between sequences of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ). From Theorem 3.9 (i) and (ii), and Theorem 3.10 (i) and (iii)
and thus, by Proposition 3.5, Φ i is homotopic to Φ in the flat topology for all i sufficiently large. The statement about the supremum of the masses follows from Theorem 3.9 (i) and (iii), and Theorem 3.10 (i) and (iii).
Min-max Families
In this section we denote by X a cubical subcomplex of I m = [0, 1] m , for some m.
The Almgren isomorphism F M establishes an isomorphism between π 1 (Z n (M ; Z 2 )) and H n+1 (M ; Z 2 )=Z 2 . Hence
with a generator λ. Denote byλ p the cup product ofλ with itself p times.
This is equivalent to say that there exists λ ∈ H 1 (X; Z 2 ) such that: (i) for any cycle γ : S 1 → X, we have λ(γ) = 0 if and only if Φ • γ :
is a sweepout; (ii) the cup product λ p = λ ⌣ . . . ⌣ λ is nonzero in H p (X; Z 2 ).
Remark:
(1) A continuous map in the flat topology that is homotopic to a psweepout is also a p-sweepout. We say X is p-admissible if there exists a p-sweepout Φ : X → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) that has no concentration of mass. The set of all p-sweepouts Φ that have no concentration of mass is denoted by P p . Note that two maps in P p can have different domains.
Similarly to Guth Notice that if a map Φ : X → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) is a p-sweepout, then it also a q-sweepout for every q < p. Hence ω p (M ) ≤ ω p+1 (M ) for every p ∈ N.
4.4.
Definition. Let Π ∈ [X, Z n (M ; M; Z 2 )] # . We say that Π is a class of (discrete) p-sweepouts if for any S = {φ i } ∈ Π, the Almgren extension Φ i : X → Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) of φ i is a p-sweepout for every sufficiently large i.
4.5.
Remark. By Corollary 3.12 (i), it is enough to check that this is true for some S = {φ i } ∈ Π.
The next lemma assures us that the discrete and continuous definitions of a p-sweepout are consistent.
Lemma. Let
• Φ : X → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) be a continuous map in the flat topology with no concentration of mass; • S = {φ i } be the sequence of discretizations associated to Φ given by Theorem 3.9 (i); • Π be the (X, M)-homotopy class of mappings into Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) associated with S = {φ i }. Then Φ ∈ P p is a p-sweepout if and only if Π is a class of p-sweepouts.
Proof. Denote by Φ i the Almgren extension of φ i . The map Φ i is continuous in the mass norm and hence it has no concentration of mass (Lemma 3.8). Since Φ i is homotopic to Φ in the flat topology for all large i, by Corollary 3.12 (ii), the lemma follows at once.
The same consistency between discrete and continuous definitions also holds for the p-width.
4.7.
Lemma. Let D p be the set of all classes of p-sweepouts
where X is any p-admissible cubical subcomplex. Then
Proof. We claim that for any p-admissible X and any class of p-sweepouts
+ε (with ε > 0 arbitrary), and let Φ i denote the Almgren extension of each φ i . We have by Theorem 3.10 (i) and (iii) that
By letting ε tend to zero we obtain the desired claim. Now, let ε > 0 and choose Φ ∈ P p with sup{M(Φ(x)) : x ∈ dmn(Φ)} ≤ ω p (M ) + ε.
Consider S and Π as in the statement of Lemma 4.6. Then Π is a class of p-sweepouts and from Theorem 3.9 (iii) we have
By letting ε tend to zero and using the previous claim we prove the lemma.
It is not clear a priori whether the number ω p (M ) is equal to the width L(Π) of some class of p-sweepouts Π. The next proposition analyzes the case where this is not true. 4.8. Proposition. Assume 2 ≤ n ≤ 6. If there exists p ∈ N such that for all p-admissible X we have
then there exist infinitely many distinct smooth closed minimal embedded hypersurfaces with uniformly bounded area.
Proof. From Lemma 4.7 we can find sequences of p-admissible cubical subcomplexes X k and of classes of p-sweepouts
The combination of Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.11 implies L(Π k ) = ||V k ||(M ) for some smooth closed embedded minimal hypersurface V k , possibly disconnected and with integer multiplicities. The proposition follows.
Upper bounds
The asymptotic behavior of the min-max volumes ω p (M ) as p → ∞ has been studied previously by Gromov and Guth. In [16] , Guth uses a bendand-cancel argument to prove the following result, which was also proven by Gromov in [13, Section 4.2.B].
Theorem. For each p ∈ N, there exists a map
that is continuous in the flat topology, has no concentration of mass and which is a p-sweepout (Φ ∈ P p ). Moreover, there exists a constant C = C(M ) > 0 so that
for every p ∈ N.
Guth proved this theorem in [16, Section 5] when the ambient space is a unit ball, but the arguments carry over to the case when the ambient space is a closed manifold M . We present them here for convenience of the reader.
Any compact differentiable manifold can be triangulated. Therefore, by [6, Chapter 4], we can find an (n + 1)-dimensional cubical subcomplex K of I m for some m, and a Lipschitz homeomorphism G : K → M such that G −1 : M → K is also Lipschitz. For each k ∈ N, we denote by c(k) ⊂ M the image under G of the set consisting of the centers of the cubes σ ∈ K(k) n+1 (recall the definition of K(k) p in Section 2.1). In what follows we abuse notation and identify cells in the subdivision K(k) with their support.
We need to establish some preliminary results. The first lemma follows from the local description of a Morse function in terms of linear or quadratic functions and we leave its proof to the reader. (i) the level set Σ t = {x ∈ M : f (x) = t} has finite n-dimensional Hausdorff measure for every t ∈ R; (ii) for every ε > 0 and x ∈ M , there exists a radius r > 0 such that
for all t ∈ R; (iii) for every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that
The next lemma uses the embedding of M into some R L to produce a suitable Morse function.
contains at most one point for all t ∈ R; (iii) no critical point of f belongs to c(k).
Proof. By Sard's theorem, the function Finally, to apply Guth's bend-and-cancel argument, we need a Lipschitz map homotopic to the identity that maps the complement of a small neighborhood of c(k) in M into the n-skeleton G(K(k) n ).
5.4.
Proposition. There exist positive constants C 1 and ε 0 , depending only on M , so that for all k ∈ N and 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 we can find a Lipschitz map
• F is homotopic to the identity;
Proof. Let x 0 be the center of the unit cube I n+1 , and let δ be a positive constant, to be chosen later. We start by constructing f δ : I n+1 → I n+1 a Lipschitz map such that • f δ (x) = x for every x ∈ ∂I n+1 ∪ {x 0 }; • f δ is homotopic to the identity relative to ∂I n+1 ;
• |Df δ | ≤ cδ −1 , where c = c(n).
Choose C a bilipschitz homeomorphism between the cube and the unit ball that sends x 0 to the origin. Let η : R → R be a smooth function such that η(t) = 1 if t ≤ 1/2, η(t) = 0 if t ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ η(t) ≤ 1 for every t ∈ R. Set η δ (t) = η(t/δ) and
The map f δ = C −1 • h δ • C satisfies all the required properties. For each σ ∈ K(k) n+1 , we pick an affine linear homomorphism L σ : I n+1 → σ with L σ (x 0 ) = q σ , where q σ ∈ I n+1 denotes the center of σ, and define
The map F σ satisfies the following conditions:
• F σ (x) = x for every x ∈ ∂G(σ);
• F σ is homotopic to the identity relative to ∂G(σ);
where c 1,σ > 0 depends only on M and L is the Lipschitz constant of G −1 :
The map F is well-defined and satisfies the desired properties.
Proof of Theorem 5.
Let f : M → R be a function satisfying properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 5.3. By Lemma 5.2 (i), the open set {x ∈ M : f (x) < t} has finite perimeter for all t. Hence, by [33, Theorem 30.3] , we have a well-defined element
For each a = (a 0 , . . . , a p ) ∈ R p+1 , |a| = 1, we consider the polynomial
be the zeros of P a , where k a ≤ p. We then define a function
Note that the open set {x ∈ M : P a (f (x)) < 0} has finite perimeter, since
a ). The fact that we are using Z 2 coefficients implies that Ψ(a) = Ψ(−a), and thereforeΨ induces a map Ψ : RP p → Z n (M ; Z 2 ).
5.5.
Claim. The function Ψ is continuous in the flat topology.
Let {θ j } j∈N be a sequence in S p that converges to θ ∈ S p . It suffices to show that
where X △ Y = (X \ Y ) ∪ (Y \ X) denotes the symmetric difference of the sets X and Y .
Since P θ j • f converges uniformly to P θ • f , it follows that for any α > 0 we have
for all sufficiently large j. But
by item (iii) of Lemma 5.2. This finishes the proof of the claim.
5.6.
Claim. The function Ψ belongs to P p .
The curve
is a generator of π 1 (RP p ). Then
is a sweepout of M . The generator λ ∈ H 1 (RP p ; Z 2 ) satisfies λ(γ) = 1 and λ p = 0, and so Ψ is a p-sweepout. Finally, we see from item (ii) of Lemma 5.2 and inclusion (4) that Ψ has no concentration of mass. This finishes the proof that Ψ ∈ P p . By Lemma 5.3 (iii), no point in c(k) is critical for f . Hence, if ε is chosen sufficiently small we have that
where ω n is the volume of the unit n-ball. By Lemma 5.3 (ii), we can also arrange (by choosing ε even smaller if necessary) that
for all x, y ∈ c(k) with x = y. In particular,
For that choice of ε, we take the map F given by Proposition 5.4 and set
Since F is Lipschitz and homotopic to the identity we obtain that Φ ∈ P p .
We now estimate M(Φ(θ)) for all θ ∈ RP p . We have
Because each Ψ(θ) consists of at most p level surfaces of f , we obtain (k) ). From the first property of Proposition 5.4 we have that the support of F # (Ψ(θ) B) is contained in the n-skeleton G(K(k) n ). Since we are using Z 2 coefficients the multiplicity is at most one. Hence
where C 2 is the number of (n + 1)-cells in the cell complex K and
Combining this inequality with (5), and since
Equality case
We apply Lusternik-Schnirelmann theory to prove:
for some p ∈ N, then there exist infinitely many distinct smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces in M .
Proof. By Proposition 4.8, we can assume that there exist a (p+1)-admissible cubical subcomplex X and a class of (p + 1)-sweepouts
According to Proposition 2.7, we can find a critical sequence S = {φ i } i∈N ∈ Π so that every Σ ∈ C(S) is a stationary varifold with mass equal to
denotes the Almgren extension of φ i , the fact that Π is a class of (p + 1)-sweepouts means that Φ i ∈ P p+1 for all i sufficiently large. Suppose, by contradiction, that there are only finitely many smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces in M . Let S be the set of all stationary integral varifolds with area bounded above by w p+1 (M ) and whose support is a smooth closed embedded hypersurface. We consider also the set T of all mod 2 flat chains T ∈ Z n (M, Z 2 ) with M(T ) ≤ w p+1 (M ) and such that either T = 0 or the support of T is a smooth closed embedded minimal hypersurface. By the contradiction hypothesis, both sets S and T are finite.
6.2. Claim. For every ε > 0, there exists η 1 > 0 such that
Proof. Suppose the claim is false. Then we can find a sequence {T k } ⊂ Z n (M, Z 2 ) with F(|T k |, S) < 1/k and F(T k , T ) ≥ ε for every k. By compactness, there exists a subsequence {T l } ⊂ {T k } that converges in the flat topology to some T ∈ Z n (M, Z 2 ) and whose associated sequence of varifolds {|T l |} converges in varifold topology to some V ∈ S. In particular, F(T, T ) ≥ ε and M(T ) ≤ ω p+1 (M ). We also have, by lower semicontinuity of mass, that M (T (M \ spt||V ||)) = 0. This implies that the support of T is contained in the smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurface spt||V ||. By the Constancy Theorem ( [33] ), T ∈ T . This is a contradiction, since F(T, T ) ≥ ε.
By Proposition 3.6, there exists ε > 0 such that every map Φ :
: F(T, T ) < ε} is trivial. For this given ε, we choose η 1 as in Claim 6.2.
With k i ∈ N so that dmn(φ i ) = X(k i ) 0 , consider Y i to be the cubical subcomplex of X(k i ) consisting of all cells α ∈ X(k i ) so that
for every vertex x in α 0 . In particular Y i is a cubical subcomplex of I(m, k i ) for some m ∈ N. It also follows that
if i is sufficiently large.
6.3. Claim. For all i sufficiently large we have
Proof. Assume i is sufficiently large so that Φ i ∈ P p+1 and (6) holds. The map (Φ i ) |Y i is continuous in the flat topology and has no concentration of mass (Lemma 3.8) and thus we only need to check that it is a p-sweepout.
Let λ = Φ * i (λ) ∈ H 1 (X; Z 2 ). Then, since Φ i is a (p + 1)-sweepout (see Definition 4.1), we have
• for every curve γ : S 1 → X we have λ(γ) = 0 if and only if Φ i • γ is a sweepout;
, it follows at once that (Φ i ) |Y i is a p-sweepout.
For any closed curve γ : S 1 → Z i , we have from Claim 6.2 and (6) that
From the natural exact sequence
we obtain that λ = j * λ 1 for some
On the other hand, since Y i and Z i are subcomplexes of X(k i ), there is a natural notion of relative cup product (see [17] , p 209):
In particular, λ 1 ⌣ λ 2 = 0. This is a contradiction because
Hence i * 2 (λ p ) = 0 and the proof is finished.
Consider the sequenceS = {ψ i }, where
and let
Of course L ≤ ω p+1 (M ). There are two cases to consider: L < ω p+1 (M ) and
, then by property (iii) of Theorem 3.10 we have that the Almgren extension Φ i satisfies
for sufficiently large i. On the other hand, we know from Claim 6.3 that (Φ i ) |Y i ∈ P p and thus
which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that L = ω p+1 (M ). Since
for some increasing sequence {i j } j∈N and y j ∈ dmn(ψ i j )},
we have that C(S) ⊂ C(S). We also have that C(S) ⊂ {V : F(V, S) ≥ η 1 }, by definition of Y i . We conclude that although every element of C(S) is stationary, none of them has smooth support. In particular no element of C(S) is Z 2 almost minimizing in annuli. Therefore we can apply Theorem 2.13 and produce a sequenceS * = {ψ
• ψ i and ψ * i are homotopic to each other with finesses that tend to
By Proposition 3.11, the first item above implies that the Almgren extensions Ψ i , Ψ * i to Y i of ψ i , ψ * i , respectively, are homotopic to each other if i is sufficiently large. Moreover, Theorem 3.10 (ii) implies that Ψ i = (Φ i ) |Y i and thus we have from Claim 6.3 that Ψ * i ∈ P p for all i sufficiently large. Hence sup
for all large i. The second item implies, by property (iii) of Theorem 3.10, that sup
for all large i and we get a contradiction. Both cases L < ω p+1 (M ) and L = ω p+1 (M ) lead to a contradiction, hence there must be infinitely many distinct smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces in M .
Proof of Main Theorem
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that the set L of all smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurfaces of M is finite.
It follows from Proposition 4.8 that for every p ≥ 1 we can find padmissible cubical subcomplexes X p and
By Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.11, we have
for some V p ∈ IV n (M ), where V p is the varifold of a smooth, closed, embedded minimal hypersurface, with possible multiplicities.
Since the support of V p is embedded, the Frankel property implies that V p = n p Σ p for some Σ p ∈ L and n p ∈ N, for all p ∈ N. And since we are assuming that L is finite, we must have by Theorem 6.1 that
Combining this with the fact that
for all p ∈ N, by Theorem 5.1, we have
But if N denotes the number of elements of L, and δ > 0 is such that |Σ| ≥ δ for every Σ ∈ L, then we also have
We get a contradiction for sufficiently large p. Hence L is infinite.
Lower Bounds
The following result was proven by Gromov (see [13, Section 4.2 .B] or [14, Section 8] ). For the convenience of the reader we present a proof of this theorem that follows closely the proof given by Guth in [16, Section 3]. 8.1. Theorem. There exists C = C(M ) > 0 so that
Given p ∈ M , let B r (p) denote the geodesic ball in M of radius r and centered at p.
8.2.
Proposition. There exist positive constants α 0 = α 0 (M ) and r 0 = r 0 (M ) so that for any sweepout Φ : S 1 → Z n (M ; Z 2 ), we have
for all x ∈ M and 0 < r ≤ r 0 .
Proof. We will use notation and definitions of Section 3.1.
The compactness of M and scaling considerations imply we can find positive constants ρ 1 and r 1 , depending only on M , so that ν Br(x),∂Br(x) > α 1 r n for all x ∈ M and 0 < r ≤ r 1 ,
This means that for all
there exists an isoperimetric choice Q ∈ I n+1 (B r (x); Z 2 ) with
that is unique assuming M(Q) < α 1 r n+1 (Lemma 3.2). Let x ∈ M and 0 < r ≤ r 1 . Choose δ small so that (1 + and k sufficiently large so that F(Φ(e 2πix ), Φ(e 2πiy )) ≤ δ for all x, y in some common cell of I(1, k).
We set φ :
Assuming δ < ν M , we can find an isoperimetric choice
where a j = [j3 −k ] and ρ = ρ(M ) is defined in Section 3.1. The fact that Φ is a sweepout implies that we can also assume that (7)
We can find r/2 ≤ s ≤ r ([33, Lemma 28.5]) so that
we have that Q j B s (x) is the isoperimetric choice for φ(a j+1 )−φ(a j ). Therefore, recalling the definition in 2,
From [1, Proposition 1.22], using the compactness of M and scaling considerations, we can choose α 2 > 0 and ρ 2 > 0 depending only on M so that for each x ∈ M , 0 < r ≤ r 1 and
there exists Q ∈ I n+1 (B r (x); Z 2 ) with
Claim: There exists
Suppose, by contradiction, that the claim is false. Then M(φ(x)) < α 0 s n for all x ∈ I(1, k) 0 . This implies we can find S j ∈ I n+1 (B s (x); Z 2 ), for all j = 0, . . . , 3 k , so that
Furthermore, S j+1 − S j is also an isoperimetric choice for φ(a j+1 ) −φ(a j ). It must be equal to Q j B s (x) because
As a result,
This contradicts (8) and thus proving the claim.
The claim implies the existence of some θ ∈ S 1 with
Proof of Theorem 8.1. By Proposition 3.12 (ii), it suffices to show that for every p-admissible X and every p-sweepout Φ : X → Z n (M ; M; Z 2 ) continuous in the mass topology, we have
where C is a positive constant that depends only on M .
Let S j be as in the above claim. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem, we have that Hom (H 1 (S j ); Z 2 ) = H 1 (S j ; Z 2 ). Thus we can find a closed curve γ ⊂ S j such that λ(i S j • γ) = (i * S j λ)(γ) = 0. Therefore i S j • γ is a sweepout in X, which is exactly what we wanted to prove.
The lemma we just proved gives the existence of x ∈ X \ (S 1 ∪ . . . ∪ S p ). Then, from the definition of the sets S j , we get
where C is a positive constant that depends only on M . This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Open problems
In this section we state and propose some questions regarding min-max theory applied to the class P p of p-sweepouts.
We start by recalling the min-max definition of the p th -eigenvalue of (M, g). Set V = W 1,2 (M ) \ {0} and consider the Rayleigh quotient
Hence, in light of Definition 4.3, one can see {ω p (M )} p∈N as a nonlinear analogue of the Laplace spectrum of M , as proposed by Gromov [13] . Many interesting problems can be raised out of this analogy. The first question is to ask whether a Weyl Law holds for the sequence of numbers {ω p (M )} p∈N . More precisely, if It is interesting to compute the numbers ω p (M ) in specific examples. For the case of the unit 3-sphere S 3 with the standard metric, we can choose φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , φ 4 to be the coordinate functions and so it is simple to see that The space of spherical harmonics in S 3 of degree less than or equal to 2 has dimension 14. For every θ ∈ RP 13 , we have that Φ 13 (θ) intersects almost every closed geodesic in S 3 at most 4 times and so Crofton's formula implies that M(Φ 13 (θ)) ≤ 8π. Thus It would be nice to know for which values of k we have ω k (S 3 ) < 8π and whether they are achieved by interesting minimal surfaces. We expect that ω 5 (S 3 ) = 2π 2 . (Note that the Clifford torus is the nodal set of φ 5 = x 2 1 + x 2 2 − x 2 3 − x 2 4 .) This should be related to the fact that the space of unoriented great spheres is RP 3 . Theorem 9.1 in [26] proves a similar result for a different kind of family. We also expect that ω 9 (S 3 ) > 2π 2 .
Note that a conjecture of Yau [38] states that
where c = c(M, g) > 0. This conjecture was proven by Donnelly and Fefferman [8] when the metric is analytic (for recent progress in the general case see Sogge-Zelditch [34] and Colding-Minicozzi [7] ). Note that from Theorem 8.1 one should have Assuming a more speculative nature, it would be interesting to see if the family Φ p defined above is asymptotically optimal. It is interesting to study the general behavior of the minimal hypersurfaces that are produced by applying min-max theory to the classes P p . Is it possible to analyze their Morse indices? Do their volumes (not counting multiplicity) become unbounded? How are they distributed? One could naively expect that under generic conditions they should have index p, multiplicity one and their volumes converge to infinity. The proof of Theorem 8.1 suggests that these surfaces might become equidistributed in space.
Appendix A.
Proof of Proposition 3.5. It follows from the work of Almgren ([1], Theorem 8.2) that there exist 0 < δ 0 < . . . < δ m+1 , depending only on M and m, such that if Φ : I k → Z n (M ; Z 2 ), k ≤ m, is continuous in the flat topology, Φ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂I k and F(Φ(x)) ≤ δ k for every x ∈ I k , then there exists a homotopy H : I k+1 → Z n (M ; Z 2 ) with the following properties:
• H is continuous in the flat topology;
